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Remim eo

SEA ORG
As of this date the Sea Org only will be conducting Ethics Missions.
It has been proven that this responsibility can only be run from an outfit mobile
and extremely effective. This is not to say WW cannot be effective. They can. At this
time however the Sea Org will take back the Mission hat.
WW can run inspections on orgs for the purpose of checking compliance on WW
orders. This can also be done by ECUS and other Continental Orgs. Both these areas
can utilize the OTLs for advices on conducting these inspection tours or parties.
The Efficiency Expert School should continue at the same pace at WW. This
training is invaluable for just the org functions.
The Sea Org is the only group who can really run Ethics Missions.
WW now then has no Ethics power with regard to orgs other than is decided by
ECWW in full council meeting. All WW Ethics must come from full council. No
Member may be delegated this authority, or no member of an inspection party or tour.
The Sea Org will take back now this field, which in trial phase was given to WW.
WW is to be commended for its action to carry the Mission hat.
There is only one group who can effectively run Missions. This group is now
putting Scientology technology into a realm which will soar the stats by 3 in as many
months. These are the Class VIIIs.
The Sea Org does come back.
The word MISSION may now be used to designate only a Sea Org official Mission.
It has unlimited Ethics Powers. Their members are called “Missionaires” .
The word INSPECTION shall be used to designate WW or Continental org parties
sent out. Their members are “ Efficiency Experts” . They have no Ethics powers but
may recommend action to ECWW or EC Continental on their return.
No EC including WW may send out Efficiency Experts who are not trained by the
SO and who are not graduates of the Org Exec Course.
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